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The right chin for the right patient

Along with making the
face look older, a weak
or receding chin can
throw other facial
features out of balance,
such as making the
nose appear larger than

ContourFlex™ Gluteal
Round Natural Contour Implant

Nicely shaped yet subtle projection

Some people rigorously exercise and diet to
achieve a desirable mid-body shape. Yet
the now more slender body has also shed
the very fat that defines a nicely curved butt.
 
Others with naturally petite or slighter
frames are also absent the fat stores
necessary for an aesthetic butt shape.

And still others may simply want a bit more
gluteal projection.

The Solution – Implantech’s ContourFlex™
Round Natural Contour Implant.

The Round Natural Contour is a lower
profile than our original round implant.
 
Its design enables a more subtle yet well-
developed butt shape that may be just the
right look for your patient.
 
And like all of our soft and supple gluteal
implants, it provides shaped volume with
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it really is. Conversely, an appropriately
sized chin lends a pleasing, more youthful
harmony to the rest of the face.

Chin implants are
among the most widely
used solutions for
correcting a weak chin,
and Implantech has a
broad range to choose
from.

However, you can’t paint all weak chins
and patient desires with the same broad
implant brush.
 
For example, Patient A needs lateral as well
as anterior projection, Patient B could use
projection in all three dimensions and
Patient C would like a slightly upward tilt.

To make it easier for you to select the
proper implant for your patient, we’ve
developed a handy Chin Sizing Guide.

Our Guide can help you:
 
► Choose by Desired Outcome – Table 1
lists all chin implants by Anterior Projection,
Lateral Projection or Vertical Height, from
smallest to largest.
 
► Choose by Anterior Projection – Table
2 lists all sizes of chin implants from
smallest to largest, regardless of style.
 
► Other Desired Characteristics – These
are helpful suggestions to further guide your
decision. For example, if your patient is
female, you can likely exclude the square
Terino chin styles.

Of course, for questions or more
information, just Contact Us or give us a
call at 800.733.0833.

Before-after photos courtesy of David Saadat, MD.

smoother edges for the most natural look
and feel.
 
(You can download a product sheet with
our complete line of gluteal implants.)

The Placement

For implant placement and other useful
information about gluteal augmentation,
check out this video  from M. Mark Mofid,
MD, FACS.

The Result

Contact Implantech for more information
about the ContourFlex™ Round Natural
Contour implant or any of our superior
products.
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